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Abst rac t - -We present randomized algorithms for the solution of some numerical linear algebra 
problems. The problems tudied are the approximation ofthe dominant eigenvalue of a matrix, the 
computation of the determinant and of the rank of a matrix. The parallel cost of these methods is 
lower than that of the best deterministic algorithms for the same problems. In particular we show an 
O(log n) algorithm for the parallel computation ofthe determinant ofa matrix and an O(log n + log k) 
algorithm that allows to approximate he vector produced at the k th step of the power method. The 
"probabilistic" error is bounded in terms of the Chebyshev inequality. 
Keywords--Randomizat ion,  Largest eigenvalue, Power algorithm, Determinant Rank. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we present randomized algorithms for some classical inear algebra problems. The 
use of randomization in computational complexity has made a comeback in the last few years. 
Indeed, probabilistic methods have revealed very effective for lowering the computational  cost 
and for finding simple resolution schemes. 
The results in the scope of linear algebra are, at the moment, very lacking. The most significant 
result was obtained by Codenotti  and Leoncini [1]. They have proposed a parallel Monte Carlo 
method for solving linear systems. The computational parallel cost of their algorithm is O(log n) 
with n °0)  processors, while the best deterministic algorithm for this problem takes O(log 2 n) 
time on n °(1) processors. 
In this paper, we adopt as a computational model the parallel random access machine (PRAM, 
see [2]); in particular the results can be proved for the CREW-PRAM model. In a concurrent- 
read, exclusive-write (CREW) PRAM, multiple processors are allowed to read from the same 
location of the shared memory at the same time, but only one processor can write to any location 
during a single step. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 is shown a randomized parallel algorithm for 
finding the dominant eigenvalue of a matrix; in Section 3 is presented a method for computing 
the determinant of a matrix. Section 4 includes an algorithm for determining the rank of a 
matr ix with entries over an arbitrary field and discussion about some possible improvements of 
this paper's results. 
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2. COMPUTATION OF  THE DOMINANT E IGENVALUE 
Let A ~ (ao) be an n x n matrix with real entries, and q = (q~) be a real n-vector. If A is a 
diagonalizable matrix and its eigenvalues satisfy 
IA~I > IA21 ~ IA31 ~. . .  ~ [A,~I, (1) 
then the sequence of vectors 
is such that 
y(O) = q 
y(k) = Ay(k_z ) (2) 
lim A 1, 
k--.oo y(m k-l) -- 
where y~) is the mth entry of the vector y(0 and m is an index for which y(m k-l) ~ 0. This 
process corresponds to the well-known power method that is convergent for any choice of the 
starting vector q, except when q is orthogonal to the eigenvector corresponding to A1. In fact, 
we can express q as a linear combination of the orthonormal eigenvectors xl ,  x2 , . . . ,  xn, 
n 
q = Z C~iXi' 
i=l 
where the hypothesis a l  ~ 0 ensures that if (1) holds, q is not orthogonal to xl. Substituting q 
into (2), we get 
Y (ink) E i= l  --k (i) OZl X(T~I) n Oz n aiAi  Zrn "Jr E i=2 i (Ai/~I)  k X(m )
y(mk_l) ~__~n= 10:i,~k_lx(n~ ) : ~10~IX(Tr~I) "~E lL2  oli (~i/)~l) k-1 X(im) (3) 
(k). (k-l) Since (Ai/A1) k goes to zero as k goes to infinity, the ratio ym /Ym converges to A1. 
In this section, A~A) (or simply A1 when there is not an ambiguity) denotes the eigenvalue of 
a matrix A whose absolute value is maximal. We call A~A) the dominant eigenvalue of A. 
The deterministic computation of an approximation to A1 with this scheme involves the calcu- 
lation of the vectors y(k) = Akq and y(k-1) : Ak- lq ,  for k sufficiently large. This takes parallel 
time O(log k log n) with n3/log n processors on a PRAM, as a consequence of the computation of 
the k th power of the matrix A. Some authors [3,4] analyzed how large the value of k can be chosen 
in order to guarantee that the value computed uring the k th stage of the power method were 
closed to A1- Actually, these authors analyzed a slightly different version of the power method, 
the one that uses the Rayleigh quotient. They proved that, if the starting vector q is uniformly 
chosen over the unit n-dimensional sphere, then k = O(logn), although the value depends on 
specific characteristic of the matrix. In this paper we address a different question. We fix a 
starting vector q and we show a "randomized" algorithm that, with high probability, produces 
an approximation to A1. 
The method consists in the computation of an approximation of the m th entries of the vec- 
tors y(k) and y(k-1). Hence, we use these estimates to compute an approximation to A1, because 
(k), (k-~) 
)~1 "~ Ym /ym • 
We construct a random variable whose expected value is equal to y~). The randomized method 
for determining an approximation to the quantity y(m k) consists in an N-fold sampling of the 
value of the random variable with a series of independent tests and in the computation of their 
arithmetic mean. 
We observe that the mth entry of the vector y(k) __ Akq can be written as 
Y~)= E am',a','2""a'k-~'~q'~" (4) 
il ~i2 i"" ,'~k 
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Assume that 
aij = fij P i j ,  
n 
OEpi j  = 1, 
j= l  
0 <pi j  < 1, i , j= l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
then (4) can be rewritten as 
Y(mk)= E fmilfi,i2"''fil,--likPmilPili2"''Pik--likqik" 
il #2~.,.#k 
(5) 
Let P be an n x n matrix with entries Pij. By (5), we notice that P is a transition matrix that 
describes a family of homogeneous Markov chains with state space V = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n (see [5] for a 
theoretical treatment of Markov chains). 
Let X0, X1, . . . ,  Xk be the Markov chain of length k + 1 described by P. If we concentrate the 
initial distribution in m, i.e., Pr(X0 -- m) = 1, we have 
Pr(X0 = m, X1 = i l , . . . ,  Xk = ik) = Pmi~Pili2 "" "Pil,_~i~. (6) 
Let the (k + 1)-tuple m, il, i2,... ,ik denote a trajectory of the Markov process. Let ~1 be the 
set of all trajectories of length k + 1 with m as initial state. We construct he random variable 
(I)~) : ft ~ R as 
¢(mk)(m, i i, i2,... ,ik) = frail fill2"'" fi~_li~qi~. (7) 
The expectation of (I)~) is equal to y~). In fact, by definition of expectation, together with (6) 
and (7), we have 
E((I)~)) = E ~(mk)(m'i l ' i2" '" ik)Pr(m'i l ' iu" '" ik)  
i l  #2~... #k 
= E fmilfili~'''fik-li~Pmi'Pili2"''Pik-likqik =y(mk)" 
i l  #2,... #k 
For approximating the expected value of (I)~), we proceed as follows: 
1. Compute N independent trajectories wl, w2,.. . ,  wg. 
2. Compute t~ ) = E;=I  ff~T)(~k) (wj)/N. 
For a sufficiently large N, the quantity ~)(m k) is close to y~). The Chebyshev inequality allows us 
to bound the probabilistic error. We obtain 
Var (O(m k)) 
Pr (y~) - ~)  >  ly )l) < N(ely~)l) ~ (8) 
A problem arising with inequality (8) is that it is difficult, for an arbitrary matrix A, to bound 
(k) 
the variance of (I)m and the value of [y(mk)[. We circumvent this problem by introducing a matrix B 
of the form A 
B - - -  + I, (9) 
4kllAll~ 
where k is a fixed integer. 
We apply the previous method to the matrix B in order to get an approximation to the 
dominant eigenvalue of B and then we derive )~A) from the fact that 
A) 
= 4kllAIl-   + 1, { = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,n .  ( lO)  
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If A~ A) < 0, the dominant eigenvalue of B might not correspond to ~A). Thus, it is necessary to 
apply the algorithm to the matrix 
A 
B-  - - + I  
4k[[A[[~ 
rather than to B. 
If we do not know the sign of A~ A), we can compute both A~ u) and A~ ~). The dominant 
eigenvalue of A is the largest value derived by equation (10) (a similar relation holds for the 
eigenvalues of/~). 
For approximating the values A~ B) and A~ #), we proceed according to the procedure shown 
before. In particular, we need to estimate the values of the mth entries of y(k) __ Bkq and 
y(k-1) = Bk- lq  (and the corresponding values for/~). 
As before, we decompose bij as the product of f i j  and Pij, where 
fij = sign (bij) ~_~ [bihl, Pij -- 
h=l ~-~=1 [bih[ " 
This choice satisfies conditions (5), so that we can implement a Markovian process on the random 
variable (I)~) as before. 
In the following, we sketch the structure of the parallel algorithm. 
Algorithm RanPower 
1. Apply the following procedure when C -- B and C -- /} to produce the values A(B k) and A~) 
as approximations to the dominant eigenvalues of B and/~: 
1.1. Compute f i j  = sign (ci j) Eh=l  [Cihl and Pij = [cij[/[fij] for i , j  = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. 
J 1.2. Compute the matrix S = (si j) ,  where sij -- ~-~h=l Pih for i , j  = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. 
1.3. Compute the trajectories Wl,.. . ,  WN, and L'I,...,/'IN as follows: for each pair (wi, vi) 
1.3.1. Produce, independently, numbers xi j  for i = 1 . . . .  ,n, j -- 1,. . .  ,k, and Yij for i = 
1 , . . . ,n ,  j = 1 , . . . , k -  1, randomly chosen in [0,1]. 
1.3.2. Determine the trajectories wi = to , t1 , . . . , tk ,  and ~i = uo, u l , . . . ,Uk -1  as follows: 
determine integers aij and/3i~ for i = 1, . . . ,  n, j = 1, . . . ,  k, and r = 1, . . . ,  k - 1, for 
which 
Sicllj_l ~ Xij ~__ Sic~j, 
The trajectories are 
1.4. Compute 
1.5. Compute 
1.6. Compute 
to = m,  i ~ uo = m,  
1 , . . .  k; 
~i ~-- OLti-l,i, ~ Ur ~ ~U~-l,r~ 
the values (I)(mk)(wi) and ¢~- l ) (v i ) ,  i=  1 , . . .  ,N .  
the sums EN=I (I)~)(wi) and E/N1 (I)(mk-1)(pi). 
the approximate value to A(~ ) as 
r = 1 . . . .  ,k - 1. 
2. Derive the values# = 4k[[A[[oo (A~) -1)  , and # '= -4k[[A[[oQ (A~) q- 1). 
3. Return the approximation of A(A k) as 
~)  = { # if [#[ = max([#[, [#'[}, 
#' otherwise. 
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2.1. Error Analysis 
In this section, we analyze the error in the computation of A~ A). From the previous section, it 
is clear that the error analysis has to take into account three sources of error: 
(k). (k-i) 1. the error arising from the approximation to ym lyre with the output A~) of the ran- 
domized algorithm RanPower (probabilistic error); 
2. the error due to the truncation of the sequence (2) at the k th term (analytic error); 
3. the roundoff error. 
Let A~) be the estimate of A~A) after k iterations of the power method and let A~) be the 
value obtained applying the algorithm RanPower. 
We would like to determine A(A k), so that 
I'x~A) - X~)I <_ cA, 
I.,X~A) I
where eA is a fixed positive threshold. 
Observe that, neglecting second order terms, it is sufficient to have 
x(A) ~_(k) 
I "1  --"'A I 1 
x(k) _ ~(k) 1 
I"'A "'A I 
(11) 
The analysis of the analytic error (11) depends on specific properties of the matrix A. In partic- 
ular, from (3) we have 
I~,~ ">-  ~,~>1 
IA~A) I
< 
2-  
(A2/~x)k- ~ E,L~ ~,x~) 
~lX(m 1)-t- (,'~2/)tl) k-1 E7=20~iX(im) 
from which follows that in order to satisfy (11), it is sufficient o choose 
k = o ( log@A)  
\ log(A~/A1) " 
Unfortunately, inequality (11) is not sufficient to guarantee that a similar bound on the analytic 
error holds also when we apply the method to the matrix B. This problem can be partially 
resolved by the application of the algorithm RanPower many times, with increasing values of k. 
We stop this process when the difference between two successive approximations to A~ B) is less 
than a positive threshold, say eB. It is well known that this condition does not guarantee the 
same bound on the actual error, but for iterative methods it is necessary to establish some halting 
criterion. 
We now consider the probabilistic error. We assume that k is a fixed integer value corresponding 
to the number of iterations that guarantees bound (11). 
As seen in the first stage of the algorithm RanPower, the computation of A~) requires the 
values A(B k) and A~). We analyze how the probabilistic error on A~) and A~) is propagated 
to ),~) through relation (10). 
(12) 
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Without loss of generality, we can assume that )~A) > 0. In this case we can approximate 
)~A) with 4kllAIIoo(,k~ s) - 1). Assume that ]A~) - ~) l / [ )~) l  < (1/2)ca, for a certain positive 
threshold eB, and that k and the entries of the matrix A are numbers exactly available. Suppose 
to compute A~A) with the following procedure: 
z0) = I IAII~ 
z (2) = 4 * k 
z (3) = z (2) * z (1) (13) 
z (4) = A~) - 1 
z (5) = z (3) . z(4). 
Let e~ i) be the error at steps (i) in (13). Then the total error et in the computation of )~A) with 
the previous procedure is equal to el 5). We notice that 
le~l)l < u (n+ 1)logn, 
where u is the machine precision, and we assume that the error produced at each step is bounded 
by u. In the same way, we have le~2)l <_ u and hence, le13)l _< 2u + u(n + 1)logn. The error 
produced at the 4 th step is 
le~4) I < u + 
2 I ,~ ) - 11 
because we have assumed the probabilistic error on ~B to be less than es/2.  Since 
et = ¢~5) --e q-el 3) q-el 4), 
the following inequality holds: 
I~)11~BI I~tl < u(4 + (n + 1)logn) + 
21~) - 11" 
In order to satisfy (12), we require letl < (1/2)ea. It is straightforward to verify that it suffices 
to take 
1 1 
u < 4(4 + nlogn) ~A' eu <_ 8(1 + 4k#(A)) ~A' (14) 
where #(A) = I IAllooltA-11loo is the condition umber of the matrix A. 
We analyze now the probabilistic error in the computation of an approximation to A~). Let 
)~) = ~m~ (k)/,/vm(k-1) and let ~)  be its approximation computed uring the first stage of the 
algorithm RanPower. Fixed a value g's > 0, we wish to determine a lower bound on the number N 
of Markov chains to simulate, in such a way that Pr (IA~) - ~) l / I )~) l  < (1/2)eB) is close to 1. 
Let S (0 = ~;=1 ¢(im)(WJ)/N" From Chebyshev inequality, we have 
Pr0y  ~) -S 'k ' t  > e, ly(mk'0 < Var (O~)) (15) 
-- N(el ly(mk) i ' 
where el = (1/4)eB. 
The following theorem gives a bound on the mth entry of the vector y(k) = Bkq under certain 
assumptions on the starting vector q. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let q = (qi) be a vector with positive entries, i.e., q~ > O, and such that 
• 
mm~=x ..... nq~ > i+  - I ,  (16) 
maxi=l,...,n qi "~ 
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and let y(m k) be the m th entry of the vector y(k) __ Bkq.  Then, /'or s = 0, 1,... ,k, and t'or every 
index m, we have: 
[( min q i -  max qi 1+ -1  < y(m s) < max qi 1+ i=l,...,n i=l,...,n -- -- i=1 ..... n 
PROOF. We proceed by induction on s. For s = 0 we have 
y(0) 
i = qi 
and then mini=l ..... n qi <_ Y(m °) <- maxi=l ..... ~ qi. Suppose that the theorem is true for s - 1, i.e., 
min q i -  max q i [ (  1+ 1~s-1  i=1 .....n - - ( l~s-la-~! ~--~] - 1 < y(m s-l) < max qi 1 + . 
i=l i= l  ..... n ~,~/  
^ (s - - l )  By inductive hypothesis and using equation (16), we claim that ym > O. 
By definition, 
y(m s) _-- y(m s - l )  -~- - -  
Then equation (17) can be rewritten as 
1 n 
4kllAIl~ ~ a~jY~S-1)" (17) 
j=l 
[7 1 Y(mS) : Y(mS-1) -{- 4k117411~ amjy3 - ~ lamjlyJ LJ: ~j>0 j:~j<0 J 
4kllAIl l < my} s -1 )ax  + 
- -  - -  - -  gi 
j:a~j >0 j:amj<O 
~^ . (s-- l)  
< m~ Yi + 
mini y}S-1) maxi y}S 1) _ mini Yi 
4kllA[Io ° amj + • (s-l) ~ amj . j=l min i  Yi j :a,~j >0 
Since any sum of the elements of each row is less than the Loo norm, we have 
mini Yi maxi y}S-1) _ mini Yi 
m'axY}s-1) + 4klrAIl~ amj n t. . ( s - l )  E amj 
j=l mini yi 
By induction hypothesis, together with (18), follows 
y~)< max qi 1+ 
- -  i= l , . . . ,n  -~ " 
j:amj>O 
<_ m axy}S-1) (1+ 4-~) • (18) 
Let us now prove the other inequality. 
positive, we get 
From equation (17), separating negative terms from 
1 [ x--" - (s-l) ] 
1 ] 
-> minyi + 4k11~411¢¢ nY}s-1) E amj -miaxy}S-1)  E lamJ I 
j :amj >0 j:amj <0 
i . (s-- l)  min iy}S-1)  [ j=~ ua~"~i--^ Yi" ( s - l )  .--(s-1)mini Y" (s-~) E lamjl] • 
= minyi + 4k][All~ am3-  miniyi j:a,.~<0 
(19) 
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Observing that I IAI Ic¢ -> - ~-~jn_-i amj and by inductive hypothesis, we get 
y~) > minq~- miaxqi 1 + ~-~ - 1 . | 
The same theorem holds when we consider/~ instead of B. The proof is essentially the same 
n of that of Theorem 2.1 where is used the fact that -~-~j=l amj <_ llAIIoo. 
In order to evaluate inequality (15), we have to bound the variance of ~) .  We remind that 
Var (~)(w,))  = E[(O~)(w,)) 2] - [E (~ ) (w~))] 2. 
The following lemma allows one to bound the variance of the random variable ~(m k). The same 
lemma holds for the matrix B. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let B ~ (bij) be a matrix defined as in (9). Then we have 
n 1 
1 <Eb i j< l_ t __~"  | 1-4-  ~ _ 
j=l 
By Lemma 2.2, we have 
I~(m k)(wi)[ <_ minx qi [ max fijl k 
~3 
k 
-< maxq i ( l+4-~)  ' i  
and by Theorem 2.1, we can bound the variance as follows: 
Var(O~ ) )< (maxqi) 2 (1+ 1~2k . 1 k 2 ~/  - Immq~-maxq~[( l+~-~) -1] ]  
< (1 • • 
Inequality (15) can be rewritten as 
Pr ( l ye ) -  S(k) I > ellY(,nk)[) < 2 maxiq~ (1 + 1/4k) k (mini q~ + maxi q~) 
- g(~llY~)l)2 
Observe that 
/ ' ) ' ( k ) - - '~(k ) ' l>  ( 'y~)  -- S(k)' < el ' Pr I ' ' 'B---':B '< _ s(k_l)l ) ly -l)t - 
(20) 
/ " ' s - _%' - 'B  ~ < =Pr  <c l  Pr <~2 Pr ~k IA~)I _ -~es ~ lye) I _ lye_l) I _ 
>(1  Var(¢~)) ~ (1 -  Var((I)~-l)) ~ 
N(elly(mk)l) 2 ] N(e21y~-l)l)~ ) ' 
(21) 
Since the two random variables S(k) and S (k-l) are independent, because S (k) = ~-~g=l ¢~) (w~)/N 
and S (k- 1) = ~1 (~(mk-i)(vi)/N and the sequences wi and u~ are chosen independently in algo- 
rithm RanPower, we have 
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where sl = s2 = (1/4)EB. It is straightforward to see that 
([y(rnk)- s(k)[ [y(mk-1) -- S(k-1)[ ) Var (q)~) Var (~ -1) ) 
Pr ~y~ _< el, ly---(k-_-i3 i < ~2 >1 N(sl[y~)[) 2 N(e2ly~_l)]) 2. 
Using the bounds proved in Theorem 2.1, and inequalities (20) and (21), we have that, in order 
to have a probability of success greater than 1 - 6, it is sufficient o choose 
N = f~(6-1eA2#(A)k2). (22) 
If A is a normal matrix, i.e., ATA = AA T, we can choose 
N = fl(5-XeA2nk2). (23) 
In fact, in this case, [A~A)[ > [[A[[oo/v/-n, and hence [A~ B) - 1[ > 1/(4kv~ ). It follows that it is 
sufficient o choose ¢B --< (1/4(1 + 4kv/-~))SA. This bound on ¢B guarantees equality (23). 
By (22), we have that if the problem is ill-posed, e.g., #(A) increases exponentially with the 
order of the matrix, it is necessary to simulate an exponential number of Markov chains. On the 
other hand, if A is normal, than N is linear in n, according to (23). 
2.2. The Eva luat ion of  the Paral lel  Cost of the Randomized  A lgor i thm 
We turn now to the evaluation of the parallel cost of the algorithm RanPower of Section 2. Let 
T(n) and P(n) be the parallel time and the number of processors required for an input of size n. 
Initially, we analyze the parallel cost of the first stage of the algorithm. This step consists 
of the double application of a procedure that allows us to approximate A(~ ) and ),(k) The " '6  " 
computation of fij, in stage 1.1, can be performed in [logn 1 time on n[n/logn] processors. 
Then the values Pij can be computed in constant time. Similarly, stage 1.2 requires [log n 1 time 
and n[n/log n] processors. During stage 1.3, we compute in parallel 2N trajectories. Stage 1.3.1 
can be carried out in constant time on 2nk-n  processors. Step 1.3.2 can be performed by using a 
binary search algorithm with running time [log n] on 2nk-n  processors. Hence, stage 1.3 requires 
O(log n) time on 2N(2nk - n) processors. By using 2Nk processors, the values in stage 1.4 can 
be computed in [log k] time. Stage 1.5 consists of the sums of N terms, so that [logN 1 time 
steps suffice on [N/ logN] processors. Stage 1.6 can be carried out in constant ime. Since 
stages 1.1-1.6 are performed twice, the global cost of stage 1 is 
T(n) < 6[logn] + 2[log k] + 2[logN] + O1, 
P(n) <_ max{n[logn], 2N(2nk - n)}. 
Step 2 requires the computation of [[A[[c¢, that can be performed in time [log n] on n In~ log n] 
processors. Finally, the value X~A) in step 3 can be computed in constant time. The cost of the 
algorithm RanPower is 
T(n) <_ 7[logn] + 2[log k] + 2[logN] + O1, 
P(n) <_ max{n [log n], 2N(2nk - n)}. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be an n x n matrix with real entries, and let ~A be a certain positive 
threshold on the total error in the computation of the dominant eigenvalue of A. If A is normal 
or its condition umber #( A ) increases at most polynomially with the order of the matrix, then one 
can compute an cA-approximation of the dominant eigenvalue in parallel time T(n) = O(log n + 
log k) and P(n) = kn °(1), with high probability. 
PROOF. We observe that the bound on the parallel cost follows from the hypotheses of the 
theorem. In fact in this case, by (22), we have N = O(nh), and then logN = O(logn). | 
This theorem proves that the parallel time cost of the randomized algorithm RanPower is lower 
than that of the deterministic mplementation f the power method. 
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3. COMPUTATION OF  THE DETERMINANT 
In this section we consider the problem of the parallel computation of the determinant of a 
matrix• Since the work of Csanky (1976), it is known that this problem can be solved, over 
fields of characteristic 0, in deterministic time O(log 2 n) using O(n 4) processors. We present 
a randomized method that, for a class of matrices, allows us to compute an approximation of 
the absolute value of the determinant of a matrix. The algorithm requires time O(logn) on a 
polynomial number of processors• 
One can prove that the problem of computing the determinant of a matrix is equivalent to that 
of computing the absolute value of the determinant of another matrix. 
For simplicity, we are going to show that, given an O(log n) parallel algorithm for computing the 
absolute value of the determinant of an n x n matrix with a polynomial number of processors, 
we can produce an algorithm for the computation of the determinant which takes the same 
asymptotic time and requires till a polynomial number of processors. 
In order to prove this result, we need some technical lemmas. For brevity, in the proofs we will 
focus only on the time required for the transformations rather than on the number of processors 
required. It is easy to verify that every transformation can be performed with a polynomial 
number of processors. 
LEMMA 3.1• Let M be an n x n matrix with nonnegative ntries, i.e., mi j  >_ 0 for every 
i , j  = 1,2, . . .  ,n. Given a parallel algorithm that allows to compute the absolute value of  the 
determinant of an n x n matr/x in O(logn) time, then in O(logn) time it is possible to compute 
the matrices M, M2, . . . , M '~-1. 
PROOF. Let us consider the following n 2 x n 2 block matrix: (' ) -M  I P= -M "'. . 
• . .  ' . •  
-M  I 
We observe that det(P) = 1 and that the inverse of P has the following structure: 
I / 
M I 
p -1  = M 2 M I . 
• ° • ,• .  
M n-1 M n-2 M n-a -.. I 
The entries of the matrices M, M2, . . . ,  M n-1 can be determined by using Cramer's rule. Let 
xij be the entries of p -1 .  Since M is a nonnegative matrix, xij >_ 0 for every i , j  = 1,2, . . .  ,n, 
and x~j = det (P i j ) /det (P ) .  The thesis follows observing that det(P~) = I det(Pi:)l since every 
entry of M i is nonnegative. | 
LEMMA 3.2. Given an O(logn) algorithm for the computation of the absolute value of the 
determinant of an n x n matrix, we can construct an O(log n) algorithm for the problem of 
computing the inverse of  an n x n triangular matrix T with nonnegative ntries. 
PROOF. Since T is triangular, its eigenvalues are its diagonal entries. This means that we can 
compute the coefficients ai of the characteristic polynomial of T in time O(logn). Since the 
Cayley-Hamilton theorem allows us to express the inverse of a matrix as 
T_  1 --_ -_.1.1 (Tn_ 1 + a lTn_  2 +""  + an-2T  ÷ an- l ) ,  
an 
the thesis follows applying Lemma 3.1. | 
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Assume we would like to compute det A, knowing only an algorithm for computing the absolute 
value of the determinant. We can proceed as follows: 
1. Assume the entry an  # 0 (otherwise we exchange two rows of A in order to have this 
situation). Construct he matrix B = TA, where T is a triangular matrix such that biz > 0 
for every i. 
2. Let D be a diagonal matrix such that the matrix C = BD, such that ciz = [cil[ > [cij[. 
3. Consider the matrix E = CU, where U is an upper triangular matrix such that uij = 1 
for every i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n and j >_ i. Notice that 
det(E) = det(T) det(A) det(D) det(U). 
. 
Let 
parallel algorithm for approximating [det A I. 
LEMMA 3.3. 
Observe that it is trivial to compute the determinant of U, T, and D. Hence, from the 
determinant of E we can derive the determinant of A. 
The determinant of E is equal to the last coefficient of its characteristic polynomial. These 
coefficients can be derived by solving the Laverier's linear system. The matrix of this 
system is lower triangular and its nondiagonal entries are equal to the traces of the matrices 
E i, for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n - 1. Since, for construction, E is nonnegative, Lemma 3.1 ensures 
that, using an O(logn) algorithm for computing the absolute value of the determinant, 
we can have the matrices E, E2 , . . . ,  E '~-1 in time O(logn). 
Observing that the matrix of the Laverier's ystem satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2, 
we can solve the linear system and in time O(logn) determine det(Z) and hence det(A). 
A be an n × n nonsingular matrix with real entries. The following relation suggests a
f e_llAxll ~, cn s = dx  - , . - : - _ , ,  JR  
where cn = ~rn/2/F(1 + n12) is the Lebesgue's measure of the unit ball over R n. 
PROOF. The equality (24) can be obtained with the change of variable y = Ax. We have 
Jfx 9fx 1AIe-llyll~ dY" e -IIAxll~ dx : [det 
n n 
By using formula [4.642] of [6], we get 
l / ell_yll~,dy - ncn fo+°~rn_le_r~dr= cn 
S - I det A-----~ jRn [det AI I det A[" 
(24) 
I 
Lemma 3.3 suggests a method for computing an approximation to I det A[. The idea is to use 
the Monte Carlo method to approximate the integral S, and through equality (24) derive an 
estimate of I det A I. 
In order to apply the Monte Carlo algorithm for computing an integral, it is necessary that 
the domain of integration is bounded and sufficiently smooth because we have to produce ran- 
dom samples inside it. We observe that the exponential function e -IIAx][~' converges to zero if 
IIxll2 -~ c~. Hence, we can restrict he domain at the ball over R n with center 0 and radius M 
(we indicate this ball with Bn(0, M)). The value M can be chosen in such a way that the integral 
~--- ~xll~_<M 2 e -IIAxll~" dx  
zs close to S. 
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Given a positive threshold el, we would like to compute a sufficiently large value M that 
guarantees the following bound: 
Observe that 
- -  < E~. (25) 
S - 
S - S = j~[[xjl~_>M~ e -jjAxjl~' dx. 
For bounding the previous equation we notice that 
Ilxll~ > M 2} C_ ~x: IIAxII~ > - -  {x: 
L 
M2 } 
[[A_1[]22 . (26) 
By (26) follows 
j~jlxjj~> M2 e-JJAxJJ'~ dx <-- j~jjAxl[~>  e-llAxjj~ dx" 
With the change of variable Ax -- y, using [4.462] of [6], we have 
(2T) 
1 ~ e_llylt; dx _ c____5._n(l_e_(M/jlA-1lj).). 
[ det g[ y l [~>_~ [ det A[ 
In order to satisfy (25), it suffices to choose 
M _> [,A-1 [[2 (log (1 _ - -~1) )  1/n (28) 
One can observe that, if A is ill-posed, the approximation expressed by (27) is very rough. In 
this case, in fact, the difference between the volume of the ellipsoid and the volume of the ball 
13,(0, M) is very large, then also the value of M in (28) is too large compared to the minimal 
value that guarantees bound (25). 
The algorithm for the approximation to S consists of the construction of a random variable 
whose expectation equals S. Let x be a random vector uniformly chosen in the ball 13n(0, M), 
then it is straightforward to prove that the expectation ofthe random variable 77 = cnMne - I lAxll~' 
is S. 
In order to approximate S, we perform an N-fold sampling of the value of the random variable 
with a series of independent tests. Let SN be their arithmetic mean. Using the Chebyshev 
inequality, one can bound the probabilistic error. Indeed we have 
Pr( ' ' -SN'  >~2) < Varz/ (29) 
ISI - - N(¢2S) 2" 
We notice that 
Var 7] E(~] 2) 
82 82 
and analyzing the expectation of the random variable T/2, we have 
E(7/2) I det AIM n 
~2 < 2( I -~)2"  
In order to compute an E-approximation to [det Ah we can replace l and ~2 with (1/2)e; equa- 
tion (29) can be rewritten as 
prIIS-S~l > I 1 
ESI - 2~ -< 
[detA I iog(2/(2~))[IA-III~ 
N( I /4 )~2( I - ( I /2 )~)2  
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Since we would like that the success probability is greater than 1 - 6, it suffices to choose 
N _> I detAI 1og(2/(2 - e))llA-Xll~ 
6(1/4)e2(1 - (1/2)e) 2 (30) 
It is possible to prove that the parallel cost of the algorithm is O(log n+log N) if O(nN)  processors 
are available. Hence, through equation (30) the following theorem can be proved. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A - (aij) be an n x n nonsingular matr/x with real entries, and let A1 >_ 
A2 _> • - - _> An > 0 be the eigenvalues of the matr ix  ATA. If the following relation holds: 
A_£ = Onh, ' i ---- 1 ,2 , . . . ,  k, A--A-/= O(1), 
An An 
i = k-b 1,k + 2 , . . . ,n ,  (31) 
where k is a constant, then one can compute an e-approximation to ]detA I in parallel t ime 
T(n)  = O(logn) and P(n)  = n °0)  processors with high probability. 
PROOF. It is easy to see that the cost of this algorithm is log n-t-log N+O(1)  using nN processors. 
Hence, we have to prove that if conditions (31) hold, it turns out that N = n °(1). Notice that 
! det(A)l = (det(A T A))1/2 = (AxA2' .. An) 1/2 , 
and that 
I 
IIA-'II- v 7" 
Then, for those matrices for which (31) holds, we have 
I de t (A) l l lA -X l ln= - f -=O n ,=1 
i=1 
which proves that in this case N -- n °(x), and that log N = O(logn). | 
From the previous theorem follows that this randomized method is competitive only for a 
restricted class of matrices. One can observe that the weakness of the result depends on the 
difficulty of obtaining a strict bound to the variance Var (7) and to the difference S - :~. However, 
the method presents a new randomized approach to the problem of computing an estimate of the 
determinant of a matrix. 
4. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORKS 
This paper has studied the randomized solution of some numerical linear algebra problems. 
This approach is revealed effective for lowering the computational parallel cost of the problems 
that we have examined. In Section 2, we have shown a method for computing an estimate of the 
dominant eigenvalue of a matrix based on the power method. We have analyzed the probabilistic 
error, but it remains to be studied the truncation error when the method is applied to the 
matrix B. 
In Section 3, we have presented an algorithm for computing the determinant of a matrix. We 
have been able to prove the cost of the algorithm only for a restricted class of matrices. It is not 
unlikely that this method can be applied for a larger class of matrices. Indeed, the weakness of 
the result does not depend on algorithmic restrictions, hut on the difficulty of the estimate of the 
randomized error. 
We are currently studying the possibility of using randomization for other classes of linear 
algebra problems. In particular, we have already found that randomization can be a useful tool 
for lowering the computational cost of the problems involving in their resolution schemes inde- 
terminate values. Indeed, for these problems, it is often possible to replace the unknown values 
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with random numbers. As an example, we present a randomized algor i thm for comput ing the 
rank of a matr ix  with entries over an arb i t rary  field. The algor ithm originates from a determin-  
istic a lgor i thm proposed by Mulmuley [7]. In this case the randomizat ion allows us to lower the 
required number of processors and also the actual paral lel  t ime cost of the algorithm. Indeed, 
Mulmuley's  method uses a matr ix  with indeterminate entries while the randomized one replaces 
the unknown entries with random samples. 
Let A be an n x n matr ix  with entries in an arb i t rary  field F, and let X be an n x n diagonal 
matr ix  such that  Xi i  = x i -  1, where x is an indeterminate over the field F. It can be proved [7] that  
rank A -- n -  m, where m is the highest integer such that  t m divides the character ist ic polynomial  
of the matr ix  XA.  The paral lel  cost of this algor ithm is O(log 2 n) with n 4"38 processors. 
We can examine the form of the characterist ic polynomial  of XA.  The following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 4.1. The characteristic polynomial of  XA  can be expressed in the form 
Q(t) = (--1)n~ n -~-''" -[-~n-ixi( i -1)/2pn_i(x , i (n - i ) ,  O) - J - . . .  
+ tx (n -1 ) (n -2 ) /2P i (x  , n - 1, 0) + xn(n -1) /2po(x  , 0, 0), (32) 
where P (x ,  i, j )  denotes a polynomial  in which the indeterminate value x appears with highest 
degree i and lowest degree j .  | 
This suggests that  we can replace the indeterminate x with a value ~ uniformly chosen in a 
set P .  Let P C F be a set such that  #P  = n2/2 and 0 ~ P.  In the randomized algor ithm, 
the value ~ plays the role of the unknown x. Analyzing the characterist ic polynomial  (32), it 
can be proved that  the probabi l i ty  that  the randomized algor ithm returns an incorrect value as 
rank of A is lower than 1/2. Moreover, the most expensive operat ion of both the algor i thms is 
the computat ion  of the characterist ic polynomial.  In the determinist ic  method this operat ion 
can be performed in O(log 2 n) parallel t ime on n 4"3s processors, while in the randomized one 
this calculus requires the same parallel t ime but only n 3"3s processors, because we replaced the 
unknown x with a number sampled in the field F. 
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